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Introduction
• Human motion capture is used frequently to study clinical
problems and skeletal biomechanics (1)
• These systems capture and reconstruct movements and
human posture (2)

• When compared to the conventional way of human motion
capture, this software can make it easier to quantify
movements, with a few updates
• Other than setting up the software on the computer and the
cameras, the only other actions that were required to quantify
these movements were pressing record and letting the
computer do the rest of the work.

• These systems allow for the analysis of all body
movements and can provide room for advancements in
biomedical engineering, medicine, and other disciplines
• This study is important because once this free software is
completely understood and functioning it can be used for
research in multiple scientific disciplines with no cost
• John Matthis, the creator of FreeMoCap,
describes it as an "open-source motion
capture system" that can provide a "oneclick kinematic reconstruction" (3).
• GNU Affero General Public License makes
this software available for public use such
as in university settings

Old Way
• The most common way for human motion capture is to use
markers placed on the skin and measure the desired angles
frame by frame (1)
• This process is very time and storage consuming
• The software can be expensive and smaller research labs
or projects are unable to afford it
This figure shows a
software program
called Technaid. This is
one of the recent
softwares with similar
methods to
FreeMoCap, except it
does cost money.

• There were a few alterations we discovered that could be
made to the procedure we followed. These include having the
Charuco board, a calibration graph, visible in all frames of
the videos recorded, the entire body needs to be in frame,
using higher speed cameras and the software needs to be
downloaded on a new computer with updated software.

Set Up
Anaconda was
downloaded onto
computer

2 cameras were attached to
separate USB ports within
computer

In an Anaconda prompt
FreeMoCap and Python
were installed

Charuco board was created
and printed to scale size

Pros | Cons
• If working properly, very
easy way to map out
bodily movements
• Does not require special
markers or lighting
• Provides lots of data
regarding those
movements, including
angles of various joints
and location of hands in
relation to each other
• Free and available to
everyone

• Software drops many
frames unless a very
high-speed camera is
used (or a faster
computer)
• Not user-friendly / does
not come with many
instructions
• Takes up lots of storage
on computer
• Difficult to download onto
computer unless familiar
with coding

Conclusion

Charuco board was held
prior to cameras turning on
and help up for 10 seconds
after recording begun

Movements were made with
the body within the cameras'
view

Once movements were
completed, cameras were
stopped and the computer
collected raw data

• Two cameras placed equidistant from the subject are required.
Half of the length between the cameras and the subject is the
length required between the two cameras. These cameras
need to be set up to a computer with two separate USB hubs.
• To set up the cameras and software, a Charuco board
(pictured below) was shown within the first couple of frames of
each recording (3)
• Once the Charuco board was in the frame for a couple of
seconds, the subject was instructed to move around. The
figure on the
left above shows the software mapping out the
M,fokewpf
body and the above right figure shows that in a graph.
• Once the video data was collected, the cameras were stopped
and the computer started collecting raw data. This data
included the raw videos, those videos including a graphical
representation of the body, and a frame-by-frame video
analyzing arm movements.

• Although there is much potential with the software, overall the
software is not user-friendly, yet.
• With a few advancements, this software has the potential to
change human motion capture as a whole and provide more
opportunities for scientific advancements in communities
without access to expensive software
• The scientific community as a whole will be able to benefit from
this research and the software due to the fact that smaller labs
will be able to contribute to research with adequate resources.
• Data export and analysis is likewise not very user-friendly, yet,
and requires coding skills from the user.
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